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From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "rakesh" 

<rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.
com>

Bcc: "manoj ." 
<indiannaturetours@gmail.
com>, "Shilpa Abhyankar" 
<forshilpa@yahoo.com>, 
"allan" <aramlall@aol.
com>, "armida" 
<amacri@instaknow.com>, 
astralguru9@yahoo.com, 
"inder BAKSHI" 
<inderbakshi@hotmail.
com>, "bala" 
<premasai23@gmail.com>, 
"Pooja Bhalla" 
<pbhalla78@gmail.com>, 
"Prasad Bhandarkar" 
<prasad.bhandarkar@gmail.
com>, "bhupesh" 
<gupta@seatradedxb.com>, 
"Vanessa Cabrera" 
<vjcabrera@gmail.com>, 
"harkirat chaudhry" 
<harkiratchaudhry@yahoo.
com>, "chuk" 
<rbmus98@aol.com>, 
"Colleen Conroy" 
<fruggycolleen@yahoo.
com>, 
cooper@metropoleworldwide.
com, "Christine Cox" <chris.
cox22@yahoo.com>, 
"devendra kumar Dhir" 
<dkdhir@gmail.com>, 
"dinesh" 
<dmadaan@verizon.net>, 
"Delores Duckett" 
<dwduckett@yahoo.com>, 
"Early" <yolandaej@aol.
com>, "elda" 
<ekallciu@hotmail.com>, 
"robert findlay" 
<rob@robfindlay.com>, 
"georgi" 
<colorsoflife@excite.com>, 
"neetu goel" 
<neetu_goel@yahoo.com>, 
"Sunita Gujadhur" 
<sunguj1@hotmail.com>, 
"jamal" <akil8001@yahoo.
com>, "jayagopal" 
<sjayagopal@aol.com>, 
"joyce" <jac817@nyc.rr.
com>, "kamal" 
<singh_kamal@yahoo.
com>, karunaji@msn.com, 
"kathy" <kdaviswbai@yahoo.
com>, "khushali" 
<khushali216@yahoo.com>, 
"kokayi" <drkokayi@yahoo.
com>, "Pukhraj Kumar" 
<pukhraj89@yahoo.co.in>, 
"laina" <tripthi@yahoo.
com>, "anushka 
manchanda" 
<anushkamanchanda@gmail.
com>, "michael" 
<astrokat@gmail.com>, 
"faybiene miranda" 
<wordzie007@aol.com>, 
"Mokshapriya/Mita" 
<mokshapriya@hotmail.
com>, "Mrinalini" 
<mrinmrin@gmail.com>, 
"Vandana Mudgill" 
<vandana_mudgill@yahoo.
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co.in>, "mukta" 
<kstarke@cloud9.net>, 
na123@columbia.edu, 
naeemah.leonard@ubs.com, 
"Nandini" <nandini.
ratnam@metmuseum.org>, 
"Shalini Nataraj" <shalini.
nataraj@gmail.com>, 
"nougzar" 
<nd16188@yahoo.com>, 
"pawnee" 
<pawneesills@verizon.net>, 
"phylis" 
<sujatama@earthlink.net>, 
"John Pomeroy" 
<jpomeroy3@mac.com>, 
"pradeep" 
<kpkumar007@yahoo.
com>, "pradeep" 
<kpk421@hotmail.com>, 
"krishna raghubeer" 
<kraghub@earthlink.net>, 
"Lela Raghubeer" 
<lraghubeer@bear.com>, 
"ram" <ramjam29@yahoo.
com>, "rama" 
<dashavtar@aol.com>, 
"rami" <lankan81@yahoo.
com>, "ravi" 
<rk_g99@yahoo.com>, 
"rebecca" <rebecca.
jackson@ubs.com>, 
"reetika" 
<ritika3879@hotmail.com>, 
"Premilla Rickhi" 
<whitehaven@norfolk95.
fsnet.co.uk>, 
"KomalDLXYHDLXYG Rohra" 
<k.rohra@mitsui.com>, 
"ronald" <ronbrat@yahoo.
com>, "Annick ROSSI" 
<annickrossi5@yahoo.
com>, "Gloria Sannolo" 
<ning1963@hvc.rr.com>, 
"Toni Sethi" 
<tjksethi@gmail.com>, 
"vandana sharma" 
<vandana.
sharma@sealedair.com>, 
"Neha Sharma" 
<ibneha@yahoo.com>, "P 
Shashi" 
<saiamrith2003@yahoo.
com>, "Salini Shashidharan" 
<ss13@nyu.edu>, "shelley" 
<shelleyherai@hotmail.
com>, "shridhar" 
<shri@thearch.org>, 
"Clifford Shulman" 
<cliffshul@verizon.net>, 
"Sister Kwayera" 
<sk@ifetayoculturalarts.
org>, "smiti" 
<skhanna50@hotmail.
com>, "sunil" <sunil.p.
lekhi@jpmchase.com>, 
"terry" 
<terrymanchanda@yahoo.
co.in>, "Wagdevi 
Thimmaiah" 
<santosh34@hotmail.com>, 
"Vabulous!" 
<vabulous3369@yahoo.
com>, "vaishali" 
<vaishusaraf@yahoo.com>, 
"vida" <vok4u@aol.com>, 
"Mike Williams" 
<mike@genesisfn.com>, 
"agni zotis" 
<agnizotis@yahoo.com>
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Dear friends,

 

I will go into the August planetary position again, as I feel it is a time of great caution. From August 15th onwards, many planets start coming 

together and on the 17th, we would have sun, saturn, ketu, venus and mercury all in conjunction with rahu in opposition. This kind of planetary 

cluster could spell danger to some countries. America will be threatened by foreign countries. India will have some great calamity on its 

homeland. There could be huge floods, landslides, earthquakes, and/or secret terrorist attacks. There could be some danger to the government 

and financial sector will get greatly affected. Great risk on waterways and on land. I see some breaking away of land happening. Many may die due 

to these calamities or there may be much destruction. Animals in the wild may also get affected. Travelling during this time is a big risk. Ships may 

go down.Communications may break.

 

People who have the moonsigns of Taurus, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Capricorn, Aquarius ans Pisces should be extra careful. Of these, Moonsigns 

of Capricorn and Aquarius may be most vulnerable. Please keep a low key life and do not travel or try any adventures. This situation starts 

from August 15th up to September 17th.

 

Whenever these difficult planets come in such combinations, gererally there are some calamities that take place. Therefore all should be careful, 

and pray to God for all.

 

Divine lord Satya Sai Baba has said that He would always protect His devotees, and that He has incarnated to save the world from disaster. But 

most of the problems that we are facing today, are not because of what God has made for man, but because of what man has made for 

man. Therefore we should all do good karmas, and fill our hearts with selflessness, and fill it with compassion and love for a fellow human being. 

This is the true dharma. We should all meditate upon the divine consciousness and send a healing to the world. By constant contemplation on 

God, and disconnecting ourselves from materialism, we can tune into the cosmic consciousness and emit spiritual vibrations throughout the world.

 

Those who want to, they may recite this mantra as many times as possible. This can be done walking, sitting, and even before going to sleep. 

Anyone can do it, anytime, irrespective of their gender, race or community. This will surely protect them, just as an eyrlid guards the eye!

 

" AUM SHRI SAI RAM"  ( AUM is pronounced as OM )

 

May there be peace in the world!

 

God bless

 

Dr. Rakesh Kumar

Chairman

"ISHWAR"

Ph: 718-429-1892 (New York)

website : ishwarastral.com

Pinpoint customers who are looking for what you sell. 
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